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Approaches to Digital Profiling in the Financial Market

Abstract

Creating a “digital profile” is one of the points of the Russian national program Digital Economy [1]. A single biometric profile creation system is becoming the infrastructure basis for the digital transformation of the entire economy [2]. The process of forming a digital society is associated with the total digitization of all forms and types of relationships. At the same time, it is necessary to take into account the features, threats and trends of this process.

The purpose of this article was to study the essential features and application of digital profiling of the financial market, defining the applications of this method and methodological approaches by examining existing expertise in other areas, and industries.

The article summarizes information about the use of digital profiling in various industries. Areas of the financial market for the application of profiling were identified. The general characteristics are formulated and the features of the development of a methodological approach to profiling in the financial market are revealed. The criteria and principles of forming a digital profile of a market participant, relationships and patterns for improving the models of identification of participants and the market profile as a whole are presented.
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Introduction

In the circumstances of digital transformation the government role consists in arranging conditions for improving efficiency of advanced technology implementation in financial and non-financial economic sectors. Therein, during transformation it is necessary to ensure a high confidence of population and organizations in innovation technology and its safety. Based on this, the Central bank of the Russian Federation in cooperation with concerned government agencies and financial market participants implements common initiatives for creation and development of financial technology and a digital financial infrastructure.

The information infrastructure built now and represented in the national program Digital Economy gave rise to the notion of “digital profile” which implies a collection of information on individual persons and legal entities stored in the state information systems and furnished to such persons and entities at request and with their consent applying special-purpose digitalized information technology [3]. Thus, the digital profile of a citizen is one of the key components of the digital infrastructure. The Ministry of Digital Development and the Bank of Russia deal with conceptional preparation to its creation.

Development of a digital profile for a certain person or organization will grant access to any information on the profile subject to the user with access to the system which collects and provides data on various profiles. Public authorities act as the principal user of this system.

According to the concept, a digital profile is to consist of such components as: basic data on the profile subject (passport details, Tax Identification Number etc.); data from other national registers in the form of links; list of the profile subject’s consents to personal data processing. The draft legislation describing the digital profile concept takes into account the fact that the composition of information stored in the profile is to be determined by the Russian government taking into consideration the necessity to supply data. The digital profile data, first of all, will provide individual persons’ and legal entities’ identification and rendering of public services.

The single system comprising all profiles in its entirety will be a huge database which may also be used for various types of research and analysis including the financial market analysis.

In financial market studies the digital profiles of the market players performing the main functions will be of interest: direct participants of financial transactions (sellers and buyers of financial instruments, products and services), financial intermediaries and regulators.

The results of research of the financial market digital profile, presented by the authors earlier, addressed the issues of study of various indicators characteristic of the market participants directly involved in financial relations creating the market situation and exerting a significant influence on its development [4]. In the authors’ opinion, all these indicators taken together give an opportunity to form a general approach to the digital profile of the whole market.

In view of the aforesaid, the financial market digital profile may be considered as the aggregate of digital profiles of this market participants.

Therefore, in this research we defined the following problems: study of distinctive features and possibility of application of the digital profiling method to the financial market and its participants; determining the scope of application of this method in the financial market after study of its use in other fields and industries.

Materials and Methods

The digital profiling method is the foundation of the offered methodological approach for creating of a digital profile for a financial market participant.

Profiling is a mix of methods specially developed to assemble and then assess a person’s psychological profile. Such profile is made in order to have an opportunity to define fixed-action patterns which may be used in application tasks. Here is an example of application tasks for use of the profile: forecasting of management and HR risks, deception detection; development of models of economic, social, financial and elective behaviour [5]. Various tools used in profiling provide an opportunity to assess impartially human behaviour expressed verbally and non-verbally, evaluate a person’s appearance, his/her behavioural preferences and characteristics which allow to predict such person’s behaviour in a particular situation in future in other circumstances.

Accumulating experience in application of this method various experts added more tooling which made profiling variable. So, modern profiling methods comprise traditional profiling tools as well as tools related to digitalization.

A digital profile is information electronic media or a special service which stores all data on a person [6].

As a research method digital profiling is a new method derived from common profiling which emerged in the environment of total digitalization while digital economy was formed. Digital profiling stems from engineering sciences as a method of study of digital environment and work with big data which describe various aspects of human relations and society. Therefore, this method is widely applied in practice in social sciences.

Criminology was one of the first social sciences to use the digital profiling method. This method was applied to investigate the cases when one digital device could not be associated with a certain user (use of one device by several users). Later it was applied as a method of making an offender’s digital profile by means of studying his/her behaviour, developing a model and analyzing digital footprints. Now, while digital technology is implemented widely, this method serves to counter threats which jeopardize national and public security [7].
Gradually the profiling method with different sets of tools including those implying use of digital technology gained popularity and was applied in other human life spheres: aviation and banking [8–10]; human resource management [11; 12]; marketing [13]; education [14–17]; ethnic issues [18–20].

The profiling method is used in management when dealing with human resources, in particular, in control of employment, dealing with psychological climate and personnel performance. Employee profiling implies screening and assessment of candidates as well as analysis of personal characteristics and competencies of the employees working in a company in order to ensure a better job performance in line with the corporate HR strategy. Profiling enables specialists to predict future behaviour of employees in case of emergency or under pressure. It provides an opportunity to define with maximum accuracy employee’s “criminal propensity” and the factors which may encourage it.

At present the profiling method applying the tools based on information and digital technology is a new HR tool. Thus, HR professionals use extensively various digital tools such as job sites, social networks and messengers which help to collect and analyze information on a possible candidate in order to make his/her profile to define the job suitability by means of digital screening. So they obtain more unbiased information on the candidate and shorten the time of a job interview with him / her [21]. Also such digital tool as online testing is applied in digital profiling. It enables a candidate to evaluate his / her competencies necessary for the job in the company and the employer – to realize whether the candidate suits for the job on the basis of the testing results [22].

The profiling method in the commercial (banking) field is the basis for banking scoring technology and banking risk assessment. Bank profiling is also applied to reduce credit risks related to crediting losses. Bank profiling is founded on audit and business methodology. In this case on the basis of calculations profiling defines the degree of the credit repayment risk at the time of filing an application and conducting an interview with the borrower. Thus, in banking the profiling method helps to detect the borrower's criminal intent to commit a credit fraud and to define the banking risk degree expressed as a high uncertainty of implementability of the offered business project.

In banking the digital profiling method is applied by an extensive use of digital technology represented in a new format called data mining. This analysis is intended to reveal unknown relationships in the accumulated data, and it is especially important to ensure the bank's competitiveness: credit risk analysis on the basis of the accumulated information on borrowers' credit reputation; customer acquisition by defining the profile of the most profitable customer in the common database; quality improvement of archive information and revealing data insights in archival financial documents, etc. [23].

In education the profiling method is used to make digital profiles of the learning process participants. Digital profiles of the learning process participants facilitate solving the problem of insufficient analytical substantiation for taking pedagogical and management decisions [16]. For instance, in secondary education use of digital technology to gather and process information on the participants helps to build students’ digital profiles which display data for tracing an individual development pathway of each student and for comparing their performance to the average figures of the class, group or an educational institution. At the same time the profiling method is applied to create a digital profile of teachers as participants of the education process where the profile data provide an opportunity to evaluate their work [24].

In marketing digital profiling methods are used extensively to study consumers and develop advertising offers (products) on the basis of these profiles. The overwhelming majority of data is collected by cookies (online data) placed on various websites by independent data brokers (for example, Axiom or Eyeota) [25]. The collected data furnished by data brokers are sold to advertisers in order to target digital advertising to new consumers with which a company has no relations yet, and consequently, of which has no data. Thus, advertisers use the obtained information on digital users in order to profile consumers for marketing purposes [26].

In spite of disputability of use of profiling in the ethnic field this method may also be applied for racial profiling practiced by law enforcement authorities. Racing profiling is use of a person's race or ethnicity by law enforcement officials as a key factor when deciding whether to stop (detain), interrogate or arrest such person if the race or ethnicity is mentioned in the description of certain suspects of a crime [27].

The profiling method is used in aviation in order to prevent terrorist attacks and ensure safety in civil aviation. Aviation profiling implies creation of a passenger profile by study of various features characteristic of a suspicious appearance. A passenger profile is the basis for assigning a person to a certain class according to the degree of danger he/she constitutes [28]. For the purpose of transport safety decisions on additional passengers’ inspections are taken on the basis of a passenger profile. In this case profiling provides an opportunity to take preventive measures in order to avoid acts of unlawful interference in operations of civil aviation and other transportation infrastructure facilities.

On the basis of diversity of the considered fields of the profiling method modern uses one can make the conclusion that this method may be applied in any field related to people’s interaction and analysis of their behaviour including study of financial relations. Therefore, in order to form a methodological approach and define the possible uses of the profiling method in the financial market we applied the analog method, analysis and synthesis. At the first stage we synthesized the available information concerning the essence and use of digital profiling in var-
ious fields and industries, then we analyzed the methodological approached applied in these fields determining: the profiling object in each field; its algorithm and stages; criteria and distinctive features of data assessment; the information base necessary for profiling. The third stage of the research is founded on the analog method and reveals the fields in the financial market which by their designation and characteristic features are similar to the industries and fields of profiling application studied before. This led us to the conclusions on the possibilities and uses of profiling in the financial market. At the last research stage, we synthesized the results of the second stage developing the algorithm for elaboration of the methodological approach to profiling in the financial market.

Profiling in Criminology

The profiling object in criminology is the offender profile. Various tools are used when this method is applied in the abovementioned sphere: conventional and digital ones. They facilitate analysis and assessment of the main components (indicators) of the offender profile.

Three main components are studied when building a criminal profile [7]:

- modus operandi (a way of committing a crime) is a series of actions which characterizes a crime instrument. The way of committing a crime is presented from the functional standpoint of committing a criminal act. So, further one can define the category of a crime;
- social indicators of an individual expressed as emotional-volitional features or psychological constitution which determine the individual's behaviour when the crime is committed;
- pattern in crime represented as a unique combination of behaviour – offender's actions beyond the scope of criminal action functional characteristics and aimed at emotional fulfillment of the person committing a crime.

Table 1. Characteristics of traditional and digital profiling in criminology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profiling stage</th>
<th>Traditional profiling</th>
<th>Digital profiling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>Obtaining information on circumstances of a crime; facts; evidence represented by photos and video records; witnesses' statements</td>
<td>Collecting information on the system structure; electronic data; data obtained by means of promising hypotheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working out a solution applying the processed data collected at the previous stage</td>
<td>Data systematization by means of classification schemes and tables</td>
<td>Data transfer to a file journal; data processing and program analysis; categorizing; development of an offender model for identification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Modelling of the offender profile for corporate finance research

Traditional profiling

- Reconstruction of behaviour of the individual who committed criminal actions, and of behaviour of the individual who was the victim of criminal actions

Digital profiling

- Evaluation of characteristics of the digital device used for criminal actions; assessment of crime methods and instruments; evaluation of interaction of means and methods of crime. Defining behavioural characteristics of the offender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profiling stage</th>
<th>Traditional profiling</th>
<th>Digital profiling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal actions evaluation</td>
<td>Reconstruction of behaviour of the individual who committed criminal actions, and of behaviour of the individual who was the victim of criminal actions</td>
<td>Evaluation of characteristics of the digital device used for criminal actions; assessment of crime methods and instruments; evaluation of interaction of means and methods of crime. Defining behavioural characteristics of the offender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Offender profiling

- Modelling of the initial profile on the basis of collected and processed information. Following clues of the crime. Logical analysis and reconstruction of the crime by obtaining new knowledge about it

- Data mining and link analysis. Detecting stable, typical, information and psychological relations by the artificial intelligence method

Investigation

- Modelling of the offender profile for correlation and comparison to suspects. Profile updating on the basis of the information obtained at this stage of correlation

- Universalization and optimization of the link analysis data. Detailed elaboration of structural elements and their relations defined at previous stages. Use in the investigation of the information obtained in the form of processed behavioural data. Feedback

Table 1 displaying profiling stages shows that traditional and digital profiling in criminology apply methods of offender's modelling rather similar in their essence. But it should be noted that at the same time the means applied to achieve the goal are different.

The digital profiling method requires a particularly complex intellectual activity in criminology. The main challenges of its use which determine its distinctive features are as follows:

- incomplete compliance and incomplete documenting of certain problematic;
- difficulty of consolidation of data related to human nature and the data inserted by informatics;
- doubtfulness of the data obtained as a result of a psychological investigation and traditional criminalistic profiling.

Criminalistic profiling is distinctive in creation of various versions of behaviour when committing a crime, identifying of the causes of such criminal behaviour and its nature. Various means and knowledge of criminal sciences are used to generate and identify data applying criminalistic profiling.

**Profiling in management – human resource management (HR sphere)**

In HR management the object of profiling is candidates' profiles and company employees' profiles. Just as in criminology, HR profiling is performed using traditional and digital tools.

In traditional profiling candidates are assessed by means of a direct contact with an individual in order to obtain necessary information for making the candidate profile, in other words, an interview. During an interview human behaviour is assessed and predicted by psychological methods. The information furnished by the candidate (direct answers) is used as the information base to form candidate's profile indicators. The data collected for study of the indicators which form the candidate's profile comprise the psychophysiological state, stress resistance; expertise level needed for the job; person's trustworthiness.

In order to obtain unbiased information from a candidate projective techniques are used to ask questions during the interview, thus, creating his / her profile. The projective technique is a methodology of asking questions in such a way that the question formulation makes a person to answer unconsciously on the basis of his / her personality characteristics and experience which ensures the maximum truthful information.

In order to get unbiased information and build a full candidate's profile additional techniques of information collection are also applied, including digital profiling. Various digital tools are used for digital profiling (job sites, social networks etc.) where additional information may be gathered beforehand which will form an unbiased candidate's profile. Thus, various publicly available information resources and databases are used for HR digital profiling. All publicly available information about an individual (photos, posts, reposts, personal information in the profile, number of friends etc.) published and written by a person in social networks is studied. On the basis of all collected data a conclusion is made of the person's view of the world, experience, personal values and beliefs. Information from search systems (Yandex, Google etc.) where all digital footprints are traced using the individual's personal details (full name, telephone, e-mail) is used as a digital tool in digital profiling of a candidate. Digital footprints give useful information characteristic of a per-
son, for example, attitude to lawsuits with the companies by which he / she has been employed.

The federal site of judicial enforcement officers is also a publicly available source used to build the candidate's profile. It provides information on the candidate's orders of enforcement and outstanding debts, distrained property and unpaid traffic fines on the basis of the region of residence and full name. This characterizes the candidate's attitude to his/her obligations and a probable risk factor in case of use / borrowing of third parties' funds.

In HR profiling user pages in social networks are analyzed. In order to achieve the most reliable, quick and complete result of this analysis HR specialists use customized applications for person's (candidate's) profiling and further assessment. Profiling applications in social networks are mainly automated which saves HR specialist's time. Automated applications used to analyze social media pages are publicly available.

Automated applications for page profiling are as follows: Cambridge, VK LikeChecker, socialdatahub etc. These servers grant access to databases of social network users as quantitative data on direct conversions, selected posts according to specified criteria, quantitative information on reposts, likes and total account activity. Such databases provide an opportunity to evaluate various types of statistics on a certain network user.

The indicators used to analyze a person's profile in social networks may be presented as follows [31]:

- time of attendance (activity) of social networks: number of pages and online time;
- location of the user's electronic device (geolocation);
- tagging of marks at web pages and posts topics;
- personal information provided in social networks (personal information, career, social status, interests etc.);
- publicity of the social profile.

Thus, when analyzing a person's profile in social networks study of all abovementioned indicators allows to assess congruence of the data stated in the curriculum vitae and to build an initial profile of a certain user as a prospective candidate. Further it may serve as a criterion for assessment of the created profile.

The president of ANO Scientific Research Center of Corporate Security, profiler-polygraphologist Anna Kulik presented and described the following stages of human resources profiling [32].

1\textsuperscript{st} stage – making the list of candidate's specifications (defining criteria to assess the candidate's profile).

2\textsuperscript{nd} stage – search for and analysis of candidates (CV) on the basis of the specifications defined at the previous stage.

3\textsuperscript{rd} stage – contact with the candidate to analyze and assess his / her personality (candidate profiling).

When HR profiling of company employees is performed salary indicators, working hours and employee's file (education, length of employment etc.) are studied, as well as estimated figures related to employees' skills and their personal characteristics (KPI (key performance indicators)).

**Profiling in marketing**

Profile of a potential consumer of goods, works or services planned for advertising is the profiling object in marketing [36].

Marketing profiling, similar to bank profiling is the foundation for development of customized offers of goods and services. In banking it is represented by credit proposals (period, amount etc.), in marketing – by other product or services offers.

Information on consumers for marketing profiling is obtained in various ways used by data brokers. Data brokers (or information brokers) are companies engaged in gathering and sale of information on people represented as their personal information. Data broker companies started developing and collecting actively information for consumer profiling in the age of progress of Internet and digital services which provide public access to huge amounts of information. Currently there is a great number of companies acting as information brokers.

USA legislation in accordance with the Data Privacy Protection Act allows data brokers to use a huge amount of information attributes about a person. In the European Union data brokers comply with law taking advantage of network users' carelessness in executing their user agreements.

The information collected by data brokers comprises information on location (users' addresses), personal property (owned vehicles), personal data from social networks, online shopping history and transaction bank operations using bank cards and search and watch history of web sites.

Data brokers gather data from various publicly available Internet sources and also purchase data from government agencies and organizations furnished by commercial companies which store information on their customers. Personal information on people (prospective consumers) collected and arranged by data brokers may be conventionally divided into two groups [37].

1) Information obtained by hacking special protection of the sites of retail and maintenance service companies.

2) Data stated by web site visitors when they fill in personal pages and questionnaires.

The unified database created and aggregated by the so-called data brokers serves as the information base for marketing profiling.

Consumers' profiling by data brokers consists of the following stages [13].

1) Information collection by data brokers on persons (prospective consumers) from various web sites (Internet resources).
2) Synthesizing of the collected information on consumer's visits into anonymized user profiles.
3) Making conclusions on consumers on the basis of heuristics and machine learning and consumer profile identification according to various criteria (gender, age, interests etc.).
4) Gathering the audience as an aggregate of various persons' profiles to sell it to advertisers in order to target digital advertising to new consumers.

Thus, potential consumers' profiling provides an opportunity to generate more personal ideas for people from the audience gathered for a certain commercial offer in the market and allows to arrange communication with a consumer in order to attract attention to the product or service.

**Profiling in education**

In education the object of the profiling method is a student and teacher profile.

In order to create a student and teacher profile the following basic data are used which currently are gathered in the database of the Electronic Diary for secondary schools [24]:

- student's personal information (student's unique identifier);
- year;
- teacher's personal information (teacher's unique identifier);
- taught subjects / disciplines;
- dates, lesson topics;
- knowledge assessment forms and the result.

Students are profiled by applying the comparative analysis to their performance comparing it to the class and the cohort of students. Such comparison is called a T-criterion comparison. The Student's statistical T-criterion comparison provides a visual display of obtained data in diagrams. The diagrams visualize student's performance in comparison to the class and cohort and they show trends in performance on the basis of the linear regression method. Thus, due to study of the student's performance diagrams conclusions are made on the causes which influence improvement or decline in performance: influence of the student's personal characteristics on knowledge absorption and school performance or a poor education level. It should be noted that performance diagrams allow to define advisability of use of mean values performance triggers for each subject. As a result, the obtained and analyzed data provide an opportunity to develop special recommendations to deal with a student's individual learning trajectory which is the main component of his / her learning profile.

So, the student learning profile created on the basis of the Electronic Diary allows to solve the following problems:

- monitoring of the data indicative of the student's performance, presented in the detailed description of performance by subjects with a possibility to specify target values;
- compiling of students' rating according to their performance in classes and cohort on the basis of statistical performance comparisons presented in the detailed description of performance by subjects by means of the T-criterion method;
- defining the students' performance trend using the regression analysis algorithms.

In order profile a teacher inner and external analysis of the grades assigned by this teacher are conducted. The inner analysis is carried out on the basis of the grades on the subjects with a breakdown by the cohort, average grades and in comparison to performance of classes all over the school. The external analysis is conducted on the basis of the average grades comparison algorithms and a variety of grades given by the teacher taking into consideration various knowledge assessment forms.

Teacher profiling allows to obtain data important for the headmaster who, in his/her turn, has an opportunity to control teachers' performance using the collected data. As a result, an education environment participant's profile provides an opportunity to solve the problem of insufficient analytical substantiation of pedagogical and management decisions.

**Profiling in aviation**

In aviation (transportation) a passenger profile is the object of the profiling method.

In aviation profiling the following fields of application of this method may be defined: preflight inspection in an airport; questioning of passengers undergoing an inspection; surveillance of the psychological state of passengers etc.

The stages of profiling in transportation are as follows [28].

1) Initial surveillance of a passenger to define his / her characteristics and suspicious behaviour, identify alerting signs. The initial surveillance allows to define beforehand the passenger's type by the flight purpose (business trip, tourism etc.). Thus, initial conclusions about the observed passenger are made at the first stage.
2) Inspection of documents for identity check and defining the reliability and validity of submitted data.
3) Interview with a passenger showing suspicious signs registered at the previous stages in order to define whether it is necessary to conduct additional inspections for suspicious behaviour and security threat.
4) Questioning the passenger showing suspicious signs in order to solve existing doubts and to get answers to the questions the profiling aviation officers have.
5) Characterizing the passenger taking into consideration the information obtained at the previous stages: passenger classification according
to safety categories and threat level. Development of further security measures as regards the passenger taking into consideration the assigned classification. Passengers classification is made in accordance with their transport threat level established by profiling. So, there are low, normal, high and extremely high risk passengers. On the basis of the defined risk level of a certain passenger a decision is taken on additional safety measures to be taken by the security service and law enforcement authorities in order to adopt the final resolution on the passenger’s involvement in a planned terrorist attack or an act of unlawful interference.

**Racial profiling**

In spite of the increasing popularity of this research field a series of methodological and theoretical problems impede it. The main problem is complexity of empiric detecting of racial disbalance in the work of law enforcement authorities related to the continuing search for a reliable “denominator” and insufficiency of simple establishing of racial disproportion for an unambiguous conclusion on existence of racial profiling. As long as in a significant part of research the abovementioned limitations have not been taken into consideration and the conclusions are extremely hasty one should be very careful when using them [38]. For this reason, we eliminated the racing profiling method from a detailed study and abstained from its use in development of the methodology.

**Discussion**

Analysis showed that in spite of an extensive use the theoretical and methodological basis of the digital profiling method has been studied and described in a piecewise way and is scarcely used in the financial market. Therein, the behavioural finance theory places high emphasis on study of the personality characteristics system and financial behaviour. Therefore, on the basis of lessons learnt and research for use of profiling in various fields we defined the general principles of the profiling algorithm and found similar fields and opportunities of its use in the financial market.

As was already mentioned, the essence of the “digital profiling” method consists in automated collection and electronic processing of data from huge information arrays on the basis of a previously selected set of characteristics of the studied object’s profile. As we established, the characteristics studied when creating the profile depend on the type of studied relations. When the financial market is studied financial relations are analyzed, therefore it is necessary to take into consideration their characteristics and distinctive features. At the same time, apart from the specific features, inherent only in a certain type of relations one should take into consideration general features which are basic and define the profile subject’s behaviour type. Such features comprise: life and occupational experience, social roles, volitive and moral, intellectual and emotional characteristics [7].

Literature emphasizes that currently scientific theory does not define the components of a profile. Nevertheless, its three most important components are determined as follows:

- means and methods of relations fulfillment which define the role, functions and actions of an individual in such relations (depending on occupational and other specific skills, knowledge and resources in this field etc.);
- social and economic characteristics of the studied object;
- unique behaviour combinations, as a rule, defined by a unique experience of relationship with other individuals and personal attributes as well as by response to changes and procedures.

Consolidation of the existing approaches to profiling in various fields allowed us to determine its main stages:

1) defining the profiling goal (the most important information types, distinctive features and characteristics of the studied object in accordance with the type of relations and environment of their fulfillment);
2) collection and evaluation of the information containing the information necessary for profiling by means of study of the information base;
3) selection of the information pertinent to the studied field and defining specific indicators;
4) determining differences and similarities by correlation of relevant information in comparison to indicators;
5) making the list of the most significant criteria on the basis of which the system of qualitative and quantitative indicators is created – building the “digital profile” model on the ground of the basic elements by means of mental or logical, mathematical or cybernetical modeling, reconstruction;
6) analysis and monitoring of the digital profile in order to reveal and predict the trends and changes as well as to assess it against the initial goal.

On the basis of the profiling stages, this method algorithm is as follows:

1) setting the profiling goal;
2) choosing the profiling object;
3) profiling planning (tools, applied methods etc.);
4) defining the profiling subject (who and why will perform profiling);
5) information collection and processing for profiling on the basis of the predetermined goal;
6) selection, systematization, classification and analysis of the collected data;
7) finalizing of profiling findings, creating profiles and formulating conclusions, developing recommendations and proposals.
Study of various fields of the method application showed that usually the accumulated databases on profiling objects (data on customers, employees, offenders etc.) are used as the information base.

Besides the main information sources are: publicly available information resources and databases represented by search systems and web pages with a huge amount of information concerning page users and digital footprints which remain as a result of interrelation executed through communication channels of an individual (digital user) and digital environment as the integral whole in cyberspace. The databases created by means of pretesting / questionnaire survey of a certain group of people are extensively used as the information base.

The information selection criteria for profile creation in each field are extremely specific and defined on the basis of the initial goal formulated at the initial stage. Therefore, in order to determine correctly the profiling criteria in a certain field, first of all, the expected results are to be defined. All data collected for profiling may be divided into several levels from the point of view of such result [6].

The first level – the data collected by online services without the customer's consent (“uncontrolled” data used to take decisions on possible interaction ways).

The second level – information on the customer's behaviour in the digital space, metadata (location, content he/she is interested in, keystroke dynamics etc.) which may be the foundation for studying the personality, temperament, inclinations, customer's attitude to certain things.

The third level – secondary data selected on the basis of the algorithmic analysis and comparison to the data on other customers. It provides an opportunity to reveal underlying behavioral factors such as weaknesses, intelligence level, dependences, intentions, obsessional ideas etc. Such information on subconscious mechanisms and automatic responses in customers' behaviour may be used to create informed needs, encourage to take decisions.

Approaching the problem of profiling in the financial market it is necessary to emphasize that the field of finance is in the process of a drastic technology transformation and restructuring as well as transfer to the customer-oriented platform model which implies use of digital algorithmic methods of information processing already applied in some segments [39; 40].

In particular, in the credit market the profiling object is a profile of the bank customer who intends to receive a banking service or who has already received it. In banking profiling is performed by means of data mining. Depending on the type of initial information and the method of data extraction from such information this type of analysis is divided into analytical, visual and text data mining.

The profiling methodology in the commercial sphere comprises algorithms of matching of the customer profile to typical product packages in order to ensure a system-level functioning of procedures of product sales to the customer audience and in order to improve products on the basis of analysis of real and automatically created customer profiles.

A bank customer profile comprises the following data (indicators): customer location, age; education level; marital status, occupation; level of problems which dictates the need to receive a banking service; level of spending funds within a certain period; way of thinking and logic of taking decisions on funds spending; level of knowledge on bank products; level of readiness to purchase the service / bank product.

For digital profiling of a bank customer the following indicators are studied additionally:

- level of awareness and use of digital devices;
- level of readiness to furnish information on oneself (personal information) by means of digital technology (digital trust) [33].

Customers are classified using customer profiles created on the basis of the indicators described above. Such classification is used for segmentation of the customer base and further development of successful proposals of bank products and services.

Profiling in banking is applied to define customer (prospective borrower) insolvency probability. In this case profiling is performed by means of scoring. Scoring is a method of dividing prospective borrowers (bank customers) into groups on the basis of some variables characteristic of them: borrower's personal information and credit history (amounts of previous loans, timeliness of repayment, delays in payment etc.).

The aggregate of all information collected about the borrower provides an opportunity to create his/her profile and make the final estimate of his/her creditworthiness. So, the profile estimate allows to classify the borrower and define the decisions as regards granting him/her a loan.

Creditworthiness of a prospective borrower is determined by means of the data mining system on the basis of retrospective information which allows by means of classification to detect a borrower who has repaid or has not repaid the loan in prior periods. Thus, all bank customers are divided into two groups: the ones who have repaid loans and the ones who have not. Each group provides an opportunity to define the borrower’s main signs of potential non-repayment. It helps to assess beforehand the collected information on a new customer and to assign him/her to a certain group.

As a consequence, the data mining tools allow to do customer profiling, i.e. classify customers as “good” and “bad” borrowers. Customer classification according to groups of non-repayment risk has a direct effect on solving the problems of defining individual credit terms for a customer (credit limits, interest rate level, loan term etc.).

Currently innovations are introduced in banking scoring in the form of borrower psychographic profiling. The innovation consists in use of new efficient methods of borrower profile creation applying a non-conventional evaluation of bankruptcy probability. This innovative method is offered by VisualDNA which is the leader in the market of data analysis. VisualDNA developed a
unique technology of psychographic profiling of financial organizations’ customers in order to predict their bankruptcy probability. The technology was founded on the studies in the field of personality development and human behavior psychology.

The main advantage of the VisualDNA technology which offers its own rating of borrowers is no need in credit history information for a person’s profiling. The VisualDNA profiling technology implies use of psychographic data obtained by testing. Such data provide an opportunity to influence the quality of scoring models performance maximizing the profit of financial organizations without increase of risk.

The psychographic profiling by means of the VisualDNA technology consists of the following stages [33]:

1) customer testing and data collecting on a prospective borrower;
2) automated processing of data using the VisualDNA program followed by forming of the result;
3) entry of data into the scoring model together with the data on the borrower’s credit history;
4) forming of the final profiling result: VisualDNA borrower rating (profile).

It should be noted that the tools of the profiling method in banking are applied to the borrowers – individual persons and to the borrowers – legal entities. The profiling methodology for individual persons and legal entities when evaluating their creditworthiness differs. When profiling tools are applied to legal entities corporate creditworthiness indicators are used and analyzed. They provide an opportunity to further classify the company and assign it to a certain category.

At the initial stages of legal entities profiling all documents of the prospective corporate borrower are studied to determine the customer’s ability and readiness to repay the loan in full within the period established by the bank. In this case corporate legal documents which describe the company operations and certify their legitimacy are studied as well as financial documents which form accounting (financial) reports [34].

All data collected from legal and financial documents of a legal entity are assessed by the creditworthiness criteria represented by corporate liquidity indicators. On the basis of comparison of the obtained values to the specified criteria a legal entity is assigned a certain category for further creation of the company profile and taking the decision on granting or rejecting a loan by the bank.

Usually the following categories (classes) of borrowers – legal entities are defined: prime-quality borrower; limited creditworthiness borrower; insolvent borrower [35]. So, the profiling method of a borrower – legal entity on the basis of the scoring model enables a credit organization to evaluate creditworthiness of its customers and minimize its credit risks by means of taking reasoned decisions on granting loans.

Study of financial behaviour of USA higher education institutions on the basis of the multilevel latent class analysis revealed the opportunity to create and trace profiles of their income and expenditure in a changeable environment. This confirms the possibility of applying digital profiling for study of financial relations participants which are legal entities and entrepreneurs [41]. Therein, researchers of corporate lending risks on the basis of hybrid neural networks and fuzzy models emphasize that it is necessary to use a unified procedure of choosing corresponding indicators in order to reduce the degree of uncertainty and noise in publicly available data on the basis of such methods as credit scoring, neural modeling, fuzzy logic model etc. [42]. This confirms the necessity of developing a unified methodological approach.

In insurance algorithmic profiling is used to generate individual insurance policies, to assess risks and pay premiums on the basis of study of the behaviour of the insured. But according to specialists availability of individual information may have a negative effect on the insurance fundamental principles based on risk aggregation, distribution and interinfluence within the insuring parties’ pool as well as cause unjustified discrimination of customers [43]. In scientists’ opinion, this concern should not be considered for a single financial market segment but within the whole social medium. So, they make the conclusion that it is necessary to develop and introduce special limiting methods of anti-discriminatory regulation including financial regulation. Therein the issues of protection of rights of non-professional market participants and customers become of primary importance [39; 45].

Analysis of the credit and insurance sectors showed that mainly digital profiling is applied in the activities related to elevated risk. Preconditions depend on the interests of the financial market participants and their need to obtain more diversified and higher quality services by means of digitalization [46]. The conclusion on the necessity to monitor risks is confirmed in various scientific papers [39; 40; 42–44; 46; 47].

In order to reveal the possibilities of use of the digital profiling method in the financial market we applied the analog method which laid the main emphasis on the results of analysis of the profiling method application in other fields.

Currently one of important behavioural characteristics of the financial market participants is their financial literacy which influences investment activity, and consequently, in the long run defines the demand in the market. Therefore, in this case we can apply the profiling experience from the education sector to the financial market. The financial market participants – financial services consumers – profile is the profiling object. The results will serve as a source of information for the World Bank, Central Bank of the Russian Federation, Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation not just to assess the degree of population’s financial literacy but also to monitor the investment behaviour in the financial market. Further this will provide an opportunity to develop an efficient regulatory policy.
Therein the main methods and tools for data collection and indicators forming may be questionnaire survey (testing) when signing up at special sites (for example, fincult.ru) and conducting trainings for improvement of financial literacy. The collected data will be processed by means of correlation, comparison and classification. The information may be registered in an electronic journal.

The profiling method from criminology may be applied to study fraud and crimes in the financial market where the seller (credit / financial organizations) along with the customer will be the research object. In this case profiling will be a source of information for the financial market regulator as well as for law enforcement authorities in order to avoid the risk of theft and loss of funds in the financial market and to improve efficiency of the market regulation.

When market participants are profiled for fraud the information base for data collection will be as follows: applications and evidence from the police database concerning fraud in the financial market as well as defrauders’ digital footprints gathered by means of study of cyberspace for behaviour of defrauders, fraud procedure, cyber locations of fraud and ways of performing operations.

## Conclusion

Study of digital profiling issues is important for science, society, business and each individual because it has an ever increasing influence on various fields of economics and finance. Creation of a digital profile in the financial market is a significant issue for all its participants: professionals and non-professionals, individual persons and legal entities as well as for regulators. A variety of financial relations preconditions different versions and possibilities of its use. Experience suggests that it is necessary to take into consideration the risks related to personal, social and national security. Therefore, each market participant has to study to create and control a digital profile at the micro and macro level. A unified methodological approach to digital profiling is necessary to create the digital identity culture. Also, clear and available rules which enable the market participants to control fully digital data and their own digital projection are necessary.

The methodological approach to financial market profiling allows to create the financial market profile on the basis of its participants’ profiling. We offer to consider the financial market profile as an aggregate of participants’ digital profiles which provides a general characteristic of the market as a whole. Such approach allows to describe “unaccounted” aggregate digital characteristics of the market using unofficial information sources. Application of this approach provides an opportunity to obtain a digital “portrait” of a certain participant, segment or level of the financial market. Therein it is possible and necessary to use experience from other fields and sectors in order to expand the method application in the financial market taking into consideration the distinctive features and trends of its development.
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